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Chapter 1 : OpenCart Theme and Module Development | PACKT Books
OpenCart is known as one of the most popular platforms to get started with a functional and effective eCommerce site.
As the default setting, OpenCart includes a pre-installed template from the first installation. The theme serves as a
foundation to create custom OpenCart templates of your own. If.

Your success is our sucess. Pro Support Team Guaranteed, up to 48 hours response time provided by the same
awesome team that developed all of our products. This is why all of our modules come with open source code
that you can modify. The project manager kept close contact with us and updated us on the progress weekly.
The deadline was tight but they managed to finish right on time. From the first day, we love the quality of
code they deliver coupled with best customer support in the industry. All their products are innovative with
clean and crispy code â€” simply love it! They help instantly, nice service and certainly a company that gives
the little extra! The site looks fantastic. I am working shoulder to shoulder with iSenseLabs for almost three
years and their services are best in breed! This says everything about the support after sales. If I had to take a
vote about your service without doubt I offered 5 stars. I hope you guys continue to do a good job, and give
good support to all customers as it has been so far. Alain Coppens Owner, Supershop. The modules are very
easy to install and the support is outstanding. In Romania it is recommended by many people as one of the
companies that make the best extensions for OpenCart. So I bought with confidence but had an issue. The
support team intervened quickly and solved all my problems. Congratulations for your great support team.
They responded promptly, professionally, and to the point. I had customised them according to my store
requirement with the prompt support provided by your team. I wish your team congratulation and looking for
more great modules that could improve my sales. You guys always get there with me and bring about a
fantastic fix or update that gets my site running just the way I want it. Bill Kougioumtzidis Managing Director,
SugaSpank I have found iSenseLabs to be very easy to work with, they are very professional and have a great
attitude towards customer service Darren Shaples CEO, Cloudstix Cleverly made modules, best support ever,
able to make any customisations. They are very professional and they have a great team of highly skilled
OpenCart programmers. With iSense our platform is always evolving and up to date with the latest tools to
take our business to the next level. All the work did for us was delivered on time, abided by our high standards
and given top notch support for. All work delivered had a great impact on conversion rates for us. They are
innovative, thoughtful and most importantly, intuitive to for end user and admin. The support is awesome and
the team continue to push forward. Using their products fills myself and my clients with confidence - highly
recommended! Their products and support are just world class. They also helped me with cost saving
suggestions, worked in a timely manner and delivered a delightful product, which fit my Agile preferences.
They show a profound understanding of OpenCart and a sharp and reliable service. And when I need a little
tuning, the support is First Class. I cannot overstate how rare that combination, seems to be. Awais Butt CTO,
mygerrys. For me it is a pleasure to work with a young team that would do even the impossible in order to
meet my requirements quickly and accurately. I highly recommend iSenseLabs to anyone who requires elegant
design and high quality. After a couple of modules I have to say this: I really feel that they go into depths of
my issues and are not hasty in their replies. Overall I am very happy with iSenseLabs and only buy modules
from them. Martin Libossart Owner, Estilosdemoda. I look forward to working on many projects with them to
streamline and optimize our OpenCart store! Again to stress at the support - quick, friendly and helpful in
many ways. This is the reason, I am choosing iSenseLabs over others, over and over again. Two-time, 1st
place design award winner in the OpenCart design hosted competitions. Most sold and recognized products in
the market.
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Chapter 2 : 10 Best OpenCart Theme For Your Business | FromDev
In opencart theme development tutorials, you have seen that every section of the website is an individual php file in view
directory of opencart.

As the default setting, OpenCart includes a pre-installed template from the first installation. The theme serves
as a foundation to create custom OpenCart templates of your own. This allows you to separate concerns
between the data and the presentation. The framework is structured in a clear and simple way. The latter is of
special interest to us in this guide as we will end up with a custom front-end theme. OpenCart adds the
Language element to it. That is why we refer to it as MCV-L. The language element is responsible for
separating data written in different languages for multi-lingual sites. Controller that is intended to handle the
application logic. Model that fetches data from the back-end database. View that is responsible for rendering
the front-end layout. This is where the pre-built template provided by OpenCart is placed. The default theme
structure looks like this: Image directory contains all image filed related to the default theme. Stylesheet
directory containing skinning related code. However, if you need more, you can create custom modules that
will meet your personal requirements. The modules are included into the template directory. Here is how those
can be reached via the template categorization. Every OpenCart template is made up of a series of categories
like: Common includes the common elements that are available across different pages in the same directory.
These are header, footer, and sidebar elements. This is also a place where you can include other files of your
template if you want those to appear across different pages of your site. Error stands for the error template.
Information contains templates that are related to Contact Page, Sitemap Page, and Static information page. In
general, there are two possible scenarios in which you would like to create a custom theme of yours: Revamp
the default interface completely; Bring a couple of changes to it, like a different layout structure, color
scheme, etc. This should make it much easier to you to upgrade the OpenCart version in the future. Before you
proceed to the creation of a custom OpenCart template, make sure that you have a working installation of
OpenCart. As a rule, you will see a single store entry displayed only. More than one row is revealed for sites
with multiple stores being set up. With OpenCart, you can install multiple stores with a single installation as
well as manage all of them within one admin interface. By doing this, you will open the store configuration
interface. With a click on the Store tab you will be able to select the front-end theme. To apply changes, click
the Save button. Now, if you check the front-end, you will see everything working just fine. So, how does it
work? This is when we need to get straight to discussing template overriding. Whenever you set up a custom
template as an active theme of the OpenCart store, its front-end will still look the same before we activated the
new theme in the back-end. This is happening due to the template overriding system. It works like this: In
order to render the homepage, OpenCart uses the following path to the template: This may come in handy
when you need to tweak just a few of the theme files instead of revamping it from scratch. Apply the same
action to the stylesheet and image. Copy those from the default theme and paste in the respective directory of
the custom template. You will see something like this: The thing worth to mention at this point is that you
need to copy only those template files to the custom theme that should to be tweaked. If you do not need to
bring any changes to the file, those will be automatically picked up from the default theme. Moreover, you
will need to maintain the files structure similar to the way those are organized in the default theme. The code
that this file contains is used to display the header section on your site. Take a closer look at the code and you
will see several stylesheet references hard coded in the default theme. Find the following code:
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Chapter 3 : OpenCart Training - On demand OpenCart video tutorials
In this video, we describe Opencart Theme Development Tutorials. Preweb solutions offering you people free opencart
tutorials from zero to hero. You will learn about the opencart theme development.

The way you respond to support requests etc. Create a Support Forum Creating a centralized place for support
has many benefits both for you and your customers. Benefits It is searchable and users can help each other. It
brings a sense of community, a place where users put their trust. Your behavior here will determine a big part
of the image your customers have of you. You can easily get someone from your team or a friend to help you.
Email is cumbersome if multiple people need to manage one inbox. You bring traffic to your site where you
can promote your other products 5. Use vQmod If you really need to patch some of the core files it is
imperative that you use vQmod, but again, patch less and only the unique segments of code hooks so that you
reduce the change of possible interference. From my experience the average OC user has vQmod based
extensions. Again apply the principle of less here: Benefints Quickly disable and enable part of your extension
or the whole Acts as a centralized place to keep your modifications 6. Use a Versioning Tool: You need to be
able to capture that growth in a system that lets you track the changes useful for release notes keep your source
files safe from loosing any changes and ease the integration. Benefits Acts as a back-up for your project code
Easier to track what changed and when Allows for easy collaboration on the source code Eases the process of
preparing a release or patch 7. Have an Online Demo If a picture is worth more than a thousand words image
what a profound effect can showing the real thing to your customers could have. People need to see, touch,
feel your product before committing to purchase your it. The higher the price the more convincing you need to
be. The online demo is the first place to start. Benefit If customers can test your product and see the benefits it
provides they are one step closer to imagining how it may integrate in their existing business, thus one step
closer to a purchase. Provide an Admin Panel If you have any variable that influence the behavior of your
extension you need an admin panel. The admin panel is the place where you can let your users set the
parameters of your extension. Also it would be a good thing to have some options for testing your extension
and temporarily disabling it. Avoid sending users to fiddle with files through FTPâ€”it takes longer for the not
so experienced and most of shop owners are not experienced yet big part of them buy themes and extensions.
Give control in the hands of the users and they will be happy. You can never know all the ways people plan to
use your product. Do you want to have to support everything that deviates from the way you thought of your
product? Tha admin panel is another kind of marketing tool, too. You can show your skills there by designing
a usable interface that is straight to the point, gets the job done and displays your logo thus ensuring brand
presence. More than everything focus on the experience. Think like your user. Count the number of steps they
needs to do in order to achieve the goal. Think how can you reduce that. Respond Quickly Everybody hates to
wait, right? Leave that for a support person if you have a dedicated one, but checking email twice a day in
work hours is usually above what an average extension developer will do. While we are at it, some thoughts
on support by email: Solving problems publicly without sharing sensitive data, of course is better because
others can learn from the solution. This way you save time. Have a script for support not canned material but
deviate from it whenever needed. The human touch is also valued higher. Benefit This creates more delight for
your customers: More value to you. Dealing with Competition Sooner or later you will face some competition.
Reacting to what your competitors do sets you back. You start to follow their actions. Innovate, optimize and
provide value the way you would do if you wanted to create the best product. Provide value You can have less
features than your competitor and yet have people like you. It is all in the value that you provide to the people.
Think of ways you can increase that try to stay away from adding features that your competitor has. Better
marketing Highlight the things your product does best. Show people how good is your product actually.
Differentiate yourself by taking a clear position on some issues which will further set you apart from your
competitors. Create better service Provide better support, be kind and people will start to notice it. It shows in
the comments. Everybody likes to be treated good. Be nice to people and the word of mouth will spread fast.
Exceed Expectations Provide more than expected and people will be delighted. As a result they will buy your
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products. Some ways to create delight in users: Share it in the comments below.
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Chapter 4 : Developing Successful OpenCart Extensions - OpencartNews
In this series, I am going to explain how you can build a custom theme with the popular open source e-commerce
framework calendrierdelascience.com this first part, I'll explain basic structure of the OpenCart theme.

The general idea is to copy all the necessary files to the target path, and in this case, an OpenCart instance on
localhost. Extract the theme file and copy. Copy the files and paste. Once extracted, look for the upload folder,
and copy all the files. Now, go to your OC install directory and paste the files there and overwrite all. Make
sure every files and folder from the upload directory were copied. Check the Theme folder by going to:
Reference Image â€” in my case: Then go to step 4. Activate the theme Login to Admin Dashboard. Go to
Store tab and scroll down a bit and click on Template. You should be able to find your template there. Select
to activate it then Save your settings. Your theme may require additional configuration, and you may find the
menu on the left block of the admin dashboard. Here is a sample from my theme. Such tool is FileZilla ftp
client, which is available Windows and Linux machines. Steps is similar to those mentioned above, the only
thing different is the upload procedure. To start off, download the client from this page. Then do the
following. Extract your Theme file. Fire it up and fill out the necessary fields: Host Password Port â€” usually
21 For a quick and simple connection, just hit Quick Connect button to initiate connection. Once connected,
navigate to your Theme files using the pane on the right. Right click on it then click upload from the context
menu. When finished, open a browser and navigate to your OpenCart Admin Dashboard http: Activate your
theme Follow the same steps mentioned in this section , and that would be it. Changing a Theme To change a
theme, you simply need to upload all the required theme files. Every theme developer has different install
instruction, so better read their quick start guideline. Changing a theme would only require to upload the file
and activate it from the Admin Dashboard, as mentioned in this step. This is a set of files that came with your
Theme. With the quickstart files, it does both at the same time. Take note of this though, the Theme only
support the OC version that came with the file. You might wanna check the download section for your theme
for the latest OC support. This is the basic how-to guide on installing an OpenCart theme on localhost. But in
case of issues, you should first contact your theme developer and submit a ticket using their helpdesk ticketing
system.
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Chapter 5 : 's Top 10 Free Opencart 3 Themes | PavoThemes
Developers. These tutorials are aimed at developers needing a quick start into developing for the OpenCart platform.
We break down and explain how to create a basic OpenCart module that will allow you to understand the many
subsystems under the hood of OpenCart.

We have compiled a list of best open cart themes for businesses, this list includes opencart themes with free
download options too. Open Cart supports many awesome templates and the look and feel of it can be
customized according to any business need. You can give it a unique and really beautiful look with a good
template. Open cart is one of the most popular ecommerce platforms. Its is a content management system just
like WordPress. However, OpenCart is more inclined towards creation of shopping system online for your
website rather than content. If you are looking to add an e-store to your profile, then OpenCart is for you. You
can set up your e-commerce store in no time through OpenCart. There are a lot of professional templates and
themes online that can make your store look completely professional. If you want to create a business store
online with as little effort and as little trouble, then take a look at these templates below for your ease: Sullen
Sullen is a minimalist template by Open Cart. The template is cross-browser compatible, and it can be used on
a lot of browsers without any difficulty. The template also has SEO integration, which makes your website
more compatible for web search availability. Moreover, the template is jQuery friendly and supports a lot of
programming spreadsheets. The template is extremely special because it allows you to input captions under
your images and products so that you can add mini descriptions to your page at any time. The navigation is
completely layered and arranged in an accordion-style. It is free and can be used for commercial as well as
personal purposes. The template is two-column theme, so move all your modules to left column from the right
column if you want to make your theme perfect. You will end up with a perfection that is usable on any
browser and version of OpenCart. Theia Theia is a free template for download from OpenCart. There is also a
grid and list included with search option to make things easier. The navigation is also layered to complete the
full package of template for any OpenCart user. It has great options for making your e-store a professional
success. The template has a minimalist design with cross-browser compatibility. The banner in the template
can also be customized easily so that you can create a wonderful shopping website in no time on any browser
you want. Extreme Watches Extreme Watches is a free responsive opencart theme for download from
loftytemplates. This template features a cross-browser compatibility as well as search engine optimization.
Furthermore, the template is available in multiple colors and has a beautiful responsive design. The template is
perfect if you have a store for watches, jewelry, or accessories. The template also has customized icons and
animation effects which can be installed easily. However, the template is not allowed to be used for
commercial purposes. The template features a dropdown menu for the store featuring multiple levels of
categories. Moreover, it has features of SEO as well as side-box banners. The template is available in multiple
versions for download such as. Carbon Carbon is a free theme from the website opencartstore. It has a
multi-column layout and is fully compatible with OpenCart 1. The theme also features a grid and list view of
categories as well as configurable slideshow. The template has a dark theme and can be used for any of the
web stores to give a professional look instantly in no time. The template is compatible with all browsers and is
an OpenCart 1. The template includes all files needed for the launch. It is search engine optimized and also
further optimized for load speed and size. Moreover, the theme has a lot of jQuery effects and is free for
download. Simplissimo Simplissimo is a beautiful template offered by Evo Themes. It is a perfect template
with all the added features in order to improve functionality while offering a simple design. The template is
efficient and can help your customer find anything they need on your store effortlessly and quickly. The theme
is not only cross-browser compatible but also features widgets compatibility as well as option to create
customized widgets. Honestly, finding professional templates online is a tough job. The templates above have
been listed after a thorough inspection of designs at common template websites. A lot of themes are similar,
except for content blocks or color schemes. Use any of the templates above if you liked them. Article Updates
Updated On Oct Updated links and fixed minor formatting issues. Lisa Marina is a highly-skilled
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web-designer who has been designing interactive academic websites and portals for Assignment Gurus.
Moreover, she blogs designing tips and tricks to make web designing easier for beginners.
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Chapter 6 : opencartx - PHP / OpenCart - Creating custom theme - Stack Overflow
Then, you can download the free OpenCart theme by clicking on the big Download button at the top right corner of the
themes's page. For the purpose of this tutorial, we will install the Aurora OpenCart theme.

Live demo Download 2. The theme has 4 ready-to-use demos, built with best Opencart page builder, supports
1-click demo installation, theme customizer, and many more features. Live demo Download 3. The Opencart 3
theme is built with the best Opencart 3 framework â€” Pav Framework with advanced features built in Live
demo Download 4. The Opencart 3 theme is built with the best Opencart 3 framework â€” Pav Framework
with advanced features built in: Real time theme customizer tool, 1-click demo data installation, 6 product
page layout support, 5 pre-made demos, 5 header layouts, 4 footer layouts, megamenu builder, opencart blog
platform Live demo Download 5. The creative and great flat design concept makes your site look attractive
and impressed. The theme comes with 3 skins by default, the skins give you more choices for your store. Live
demo Download 6. Pav Opacity â€” Multipurposes Opencart 3 Theme The multipurposes Opencart theme is
designed for Gift shop, Digital, Electronics or Furniture store with creative design, 4 ready-to-use demos,
opencart page builder, 1-click demo installation, theme customizer and powerful theme control panel. Live
demo Download 7. Maxido â€” Opencart 3 MultiPurpose Responsive Theme Maxido Opencart theme it is a
simple and clean layout with elegant design, very easy to install and to use. No HTML knowledge requries,
easy to install and easy to use. It has been built with mobile users in mind. So it looks great on desktops,
tablets and mobiles. Fashion is an awesome, robust and flexible theme with a design and all fearture of online
category and fully customize, suitable for E-commerece website. Live demo Download 8. Supporting the
latest version of OpenCart 3. Live demo Download 9. This flower Opencart theme has a flexible layout
system. It supports all required shop pages and number of CMS pages. Live demo Download Pav Digital
Store â€” Digital OpenCart 3 Theme Pav Digital Store â€” Digital Opencart 3 theme comes with creative
design, responsive and well-organized layout, fully required pages for e-Commerce websites and other
advanced features. Pav Bigmart Opencart 3 theme offers you creative and intuitive design to make your
products eye-catching and outstanding. Notably, you can experience 3 ready-to-use demos with only 1 click
and 6 product page layouts default layout, accordion, shadow, center, sticky, sticky images to create stunning
pages. Pav Simtech â€” Free Electronics Opencart 3 Theme The free Opencart 3 theme is designed for
multiple shop types with modern and creative design concept to show your products in smart layouts. The
theme is super flexible with 4 pre-made shop websites: Electronics, Digital, Fashion and Megashop, and
supports multiple header styles. It is also built with page builder, supports megamenu, theme customizer and
many other advanced features. Live demo Free Download The Opencart 3 theme. It is developed on the
framework of the latest Opencart version â€” Opencart 3, easy to use and customize. The Jewelry Opencart
theme also supports advanced Opencart blog platform to build beautiful blog pages.
Chapter 7 : OpenCart Theme Installation: Basic Guide by Chubbable
OpenCart Module Development Tutorials, guide, tutorials, documentation, open source ecommerce shopping cart,
online store software, developer, works, responsive theme,free opencart modules, psd to theme, e-commerce solution
provider, opencart.

Chapter 8 : php - How to become an OpenCart guru? - Stack Overflow
Hi everyone, I am planning to make OpenCart Module Development Video Tutorials as i didn't find any of them. As
OpenCart Society is growing so to facilitate it I am taking this step.

Chapter 9 : iSenseLabs - OpenCart Modules, Themes, Custom Development
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Become an OpenCart Expert. With our On Demand video lessons you can learn OpenCart at your own pace. Start with
our beginner lessons and move all the way through to our advanced lessons to make sure you get the most out of your
OpenCart store.
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